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Abstract. In many real world situations, data are updated and released over time. In each release,
the attributes are fixed but the number of records may vary, and the attribute values may be modified. Privacy can be compromised due to the disclosure of information when one combines different
release versions of the data. Preventing information disclosure becomes more difficult when the adversary possesses two kinds of background knowledge: correlations among sensitive attribute values over time and compromised records. In this paper, we propose a Bayesian-based anonymization
framework to protect against these kinds of background knowledge in a continuous data publishing
setting. The proposed framework mimics the adversary’s reasoning method in continuous release
and estimates her posterior belief using a Bayesian approach. Moreover, we analyze threat deriving
from the compromised records in the current release and the following ones. Experimental results on
two datasets show that our proposed framework outperforms JS-reduce, the state of the art approach
for continuous data publishing, in terms of the adversary’s information gain as well as data utility
and privacy loss.
Keywords. Anonymization, background knowledge attack, generalization, Bayesian estimator

1

Introduction

The growing demand for personal data and their public release have made individual privacy a major concern. Anonymization is one possible privacy preserving method to conceal
associations between individuals and records in a microdata table. Privacy models such as
k-anonymity [1], β-likeness [2], and differential privacy 1 [3] assume that only a single static
1 Differential privacy has received considerable attention. Some works have also applied the model to republishing scenarios [39-43]
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dataset is published. In many real world situations, data sources are dynamic and datasets
could be updated and re-published. After multiple re-publishing of a dataset, a privacy
breach may appear from one of the releases or due to the combination of information in
these re-published datasets over time. There are several scenarios of data re-publishing
[4-10], namely: multiple data publishing, sequential data publishing and continuous data
publishing. The focus of this paper is on continuous data publishing in which released
attributes are fixed while the number of records might vary due to insert/delete or update
operations2 . JS-reduce [8], m-invariance [5], and HD-composition [7] are the state of the art
anonymization approaches in continuous data publishing.
Moreover, the presence of the adversary’s additional knowledge increases the difficulty
to preserve individual privacy [11-15,20,34]. Often researchers assume that I) whether the
adversary’s targets exist in a microdata table and II) Quasi Identifier3 (QI) attribute values of their targets are available [1-3]. If an adversary has additional knowledge (usually
called background knowledge), most privacy models in either single publishing [1,2] or
re-publishing scenarios [4-7,9-10] cannot preserve individual privacy. In particular, correlations among attribute values serve as an important piece of adversary knowledge resulting in a privacy breach. For instance, data of disease progression, behavior analysis of
individuals over time, or the investigation of the safety and effectiveness of a drug in slowing down the progression of some diseases might be published periodically. In these domains, the adversary can easily acquire background knowledge about correlations among
attribute values. Our example in Section 4.1 shows that existing techniques are not effective
when an adversary may obtain background knowledge on the correlation among sensitive
attribute values in a continuous data publishing setting. The adversary may also have some
specific knowledge, which is available to the adversary for some reason. For example, an
adversary may know some targeted record respondent in person and have partial knowledge on the sensitive values of that individual. We call this type of adversary’s knowledge
as the compromised record knowledge.
In this paper, we present an anonymization framework for continuous data publishing
when the adversary has background knowledge about correlations among attribute values
and also exploits the compromised records to make more precise inferences. The proposed
framework recreates the adversary’s reasoning method to estimate her posterior beliefs
about associations between individuals and sensitive values after observing each release.
Moreover, the framework revises the adversary’s beliefs based on a history of sensitive values in past releases. The main contribution of this paper is a Bayesian method to estimate
the adversary’s posterior beliefs. The Bayesian method allows an adversary to incorporate prior information (e.g. the compromised records) to reveal the individuals’ sensitive
attribute values.
To guard against background knowledge attack, we extend a privacy model based on kanonymity and β-likeness to be used in a continuous release scenario. The privacy model
ensures that the adversary’s beliefs about associations within each QI group are similar as
well as the k-anonymity and β-likeness are satisfied. Towards that end, we propose an
anonymization algorithm to satisfy the privacy model as the microdata is re-published.
The anonymization algorithm orders the records based on QI values and then selects at
2 The insertion and deletion correspond to the situation in which a record appears in the microdata table for
the first time or is removed from it and the updates correspond to either the modification in the attribute value or
reinsertion of the record after a while.
3 It should be noted that microdata is stored in a relational data model and each record are divided into identifiers, quasi-identifiers, and sensitive attributes[1-2]. Quasi identifiers are those attributes that individually are not
an identifier, but when combined with each other, they become identifiers.
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least k records that are close in the order and satisfy the privacy model.
JS-reduce[8] is close to ours in the sense that they considered the background knowledge
on correlations among attribute values in a continuous release scenario . It does not consider threats deriving from the compromised records. Cor-split[16] studies threats deriving
from compromised records in continuous data publishing. It does not support the correlations among sensitive attribute values as the adversary’s background knowledge. They
considered insert and delete operations, while no update operations occurred over time.
Experimental results on two datasets: Adult dataset [17] and Bkseq dataset [8] are used to
verify the effectiveness of our anonymization framework. The performance of our anonymization framework is evaluated according to the framework parameters and background knowledge with different lengths of released history. Our empirical results show that the performance of our proposed algorithm is better than the state of the art anonymization algorithms such as JS-reduce in terms of gain of knowledge when the adversary possesses
knowledge related to the compromised records and correlations among attribute values.
Our contributions are summarized as:
•We propose an anonymization framework for continuous releases, which takes into account the adversary’s background knowledge. We analyze the threats deriving from the
correlations among attribute values and the compromised records.
•The anonymization framework recreates the adversary’s reasoning method in continuous publishing and estimates her posterior beliefs based on a Bayesian estimator.
•We extend a privacy model in single publishing to be used in continuous publishing. We
propose an anonymization algorithm to satisfy the privacy model and conduct extensive
experiments on different aspects of the algorithm, such as data utility, privacy and gain of
knowledge.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We describe related work and preliminary in
Sections 2 and 3. In Section 4, we formally define the problem including the privacy attack,
the adversary’s background knowledge and how she infers the actual associations between
individuals and attribute values. Section 5 illustrates our proposed anonymization framework including a privacy model and an anonymization algorithm which experimentally
evaluated in Section 6. In Section 7, we discuss more results and contributions. In Section
8, we conclude the paper and discuss some future work.
Open challenge: like other anonymization methods, our proposed method is based on a
specific adversary model. An open research issue is how much the abilities of the adversary should be limited in the model, and how realistic these constraints are. Background
knowledge can vary significantly among different adversaries. Our work significantly extends the state of the art by integrating correlational background knowledge and compromised record knowledge into the anonymization framework. However, we emphasize
that, while our proposed framework provides a defense against the particular adversary
model, it does not provide any formal guarantee of defense against arbitrary background
knowledge attacks.

2

Related Work

To limit information disclosure, many privacy models have been proposed. k-anonymity
and its refinements (e.g. β-likeness [2] and t-closeness [18]) are syntactic privacy models
which partition records into groups, called QI-groups. Few works proposed a combination of privacy models to prevent identity and attribute disclosures [19, 20, 38]. The privacy models are implemented using different anonymization algorithms. These algorithms
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can be categorized into generalization [21-24], microaggregation [19,25] and anatomization
[26]. Generalization replaces real QI attribute values with less specific values while microaggregation creates small clusters from microdata and publishes the aggregate values
of each cluster. Anatomization releases QI and sensitive attributes in two separate tables.
A dynamic dataset can be re-published in three extended scenarios: 1) Multiple publishing:
In this scenario, different attributes of the same data are published for different purposes at
the same time [4]. 2) Sequential data publishing: different sets of attributes are releases over
time [9,10,36,38]. 3) Continuous data publishing: A data publisher has previously released
T1 , ..., Tj−1 in times t1 , ..., tj−1 . Now she wants to publish the next release Tj where all
T1 , ..., Tj have the same schema. Tj is an updated release of Tj−1 with insert/delete or update operations [5-8]. It should be noted that data re-publishing is different from multiple
independent data publication where a data publisher does not know all data sets that can
be used for a composition attack [37].
Several privacy preserving approaches have been proposed in continuous data publishing. Xiao and Tao [5] proposed m-invariance, where both insertions and deletions are allowed. m-invariance ensures that records are placed into QI-groups where patterns of sensitive attribute values are the same. Thus, adding counterfeit records is unavoidable and
this no longer preserves data truthfulness at record level. This model does not support updating over time. Anjum et al.[6] proposed t-safety to support the update operations. Bu et
al. [7] proposed HD-composition to limit the risk of information disclosure in re-published
datasets. HD-composition protects records with permanent sensitive attribute values from
disclosure. Wang et al. [27] developed a general method to derive an adversary’s posterior
belief in continuous data publishing. Their method may not scale well to scenarios where
several microdata are published over time.
When an adversary has background knowledge, most privacy models fail to preserve
individual privacy. Different types of adversary knowledge have been considered in the
literature. Although several works have focused on background knowledge in a single
publishing [11-15,20,34], it is not easy to adopt them for re-publishing in the presence of
the adversary’s background knowledge. Data correlation is an important type of adversary knowledge that makes privacy preservation difficult[13,15,20]. JS-reduce [8] is the
framework in continuous data publishing which considers correlations between QI and
sensitive attribute values. They proposed a Hilbert index-based anonymization algorithm
to satisfy the privacy requirements. The algorithm sorts records based on the Hilbert index
and chooses at least k-record clusters that are close to each other based on Hilbert index.
All clusters satisfy t-closeness. Cor-Split [16] which satisfies an extension of m-invariance,
overcomes threats derived from compromised records in continuous data publishing. It
assumes that the values of attributes are fixed over time.
Differential privacy as a semantic privacy model received considerable attention. It provides a rigorous and quantifiable notion of privacy [3]. However, it is shown in [12,35] that
the model may be ineffective if an adversary has background knowledge about data, in
particular, when sensitive values are correlated. Some works show that it can be applied
to republishing scenarios but introducing more noise than in single releases [39-43]. Our
work focuses on syntactic privacy models like k-anonymity and β-likeness.

3

Bayes Estimation In Multinomial Distribution

In the Bayesian framework, the parameters of a statistical problem are treated as realization
of random variables with known distribution rather than as unknown constants. The past
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knowledge is represented as a prior distribution. In the Bayesian framework, Dirichlet
distribution is conjugate prior of a multinomial distribution.
Definition 1. Let X=(x0 , ..., xq ) follow the multinomial distribution M with parameters
n and Θ, where Θ=(θ0 , ..., θq ). We define a Dirichlet prior distribution D(a0 , ..., aq ) on Θ.
If the loss function is squared error, Bayes estimation of Θ is the expectation of Dirichlet
distribution D(a0 + x0 , ..., aq−1 + xq−1 , aq + xq ) [28]. Therefore, the Bayes estimator of θi ,
0≤i≤q, is
ai + xi
(1)
θ¯i = E(θi ) = Pq
j=0 aj + n

4

Problem Definition

Let the original microdata table at time ti be denoted by Ti ={r1 , r2 , ..., rn } and its anonymized
version by Ti∗ ={r1∗ , r2∗ , ..., rn∗ }. A history of t anonymized microdata tables is denoted by
Ht∗ = <T1∗ , T2∗ , ..., Tt∗ >. Each record rj ∈Ti corresponds to an individual v, called a record
respondent. We assume that at most one record per person can appear in each table.
Each rj contains an identifier attribute (ID), d quasi-identifier attributes A1 , A2 , ..., Ad and
a single sensitive attribute S. Let D[Ai0 ], 1 ≤ i0 ≤ d, denote attribute domain of Ai0 and
D[S]={s0 , s1 , ..., sm−1 } denote the attribute domain of S.
The anonymization removes the identifier attribute and partitions records into some QIgroups. The QI values within each QI-group are generalized. An anonymization framework should specify an adversary model. An adversary is characterized by her knowledge
and attack. It is assumed that: 1) The adversary knows the set of record respondents and
their QI values. 2) The adversary observes a history of anonymized microdata tables over
time. In each Ti∗ , some new records may be inserted for the first time. Some records that
already presented in the previous tables may be deleted in current table. Sensitive attribute
values of some records in the previous tables may be updated and then these records are
observed in the current table. 3) The adversary has background knowledge on correlations between QI and sensitive attribute values and also the correlations among sensitive
attribute values over time. 4) The adversary knows the actual sensitive attribute values
of some record respondents in each release. It is worth to note that most of the works
proposed so far on continuous data publishing share the first two assumptions. The background knowledge considered in third and fourth assumptions, have been considered by
related work but not in combination.
In the presence of background knowledge, the adversary runs an inference attack to reconstruct a record respondent’s association with her actual sensitive attribute value. The
details of the background knowledge attack are described in Section 4.1. The adversary’s
background knowledge and reasoning method are addressed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. Table 1 summarizes the notations we use here.

4.1

Background Knowledge Attack

The following example shows a violation of individual privacy in the presence of an adversary’s background knowledge in continuous data publishing.
Example 1. Suppose that a hospital collects original microdata tables T1 and T2 at time
t1 and t2 (Tables 2 and 4) and releases their anonymized versions (Tables 3 and 5). Each
microdata table contains a record for each patient. Each record includes an ID: name, three
QIs: sex, age, and zip code as well as a sensitive attribute: disease. Both anonymized tables
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Ht∗
Ti
Ai
D[Ai ]
S
D[S]
m
d
P Dsv
P Djcor
RP Disv
P Bisv

Amiri, Yazdani, Shakery, Ho
a history of t anonymized microdata tables
original microdata table at time ti
the ith QI attribute
domain of Ai
A sensitive attribute
domain of S
the size of D[S]
the number of QI attributes
sensitive Background knowledge
j-step correlational Background knowledge
Adversary’s revised prior belief at time ti
Adversary’s posterior belief at time ti
Table 1: Summary of notations used in paper

satisfy state of the art privacy models, e.g. 3-anonymity and 3-invariance. Assume that an
adversary wants to predict Cayla’s disease. She knows Cayla’s QI values. Cayla is observed
in both QI-groups 1 and 3. Without any additional information for Cayla, at time t1 , Cayla’s
sensitive value is Bronchitis, Alzheimer or Cancer-I with equal probability (i.e., 31 ). At time
t2 , the associations between Cayla and the diseases in QI-group 3 are equiprobable.
name
Alice
Beth
Cayla
Dior
Elisa
Fiona

age sex zipcode
disease
65 F 12040
Bronchitis
66 F 12040
Alzheimer
65 F 12040
Cancer-I
66 F 12041 Gastric ulcer
66 F 12041
Flu
67 F 12041
Diabetes-I

Table 2: Original microdata table T1 at t1
name
Cayla
Dior
Elisa
Fiona
Ganya
Harriet

age
65
66
66
65
66
67

sex
F
F
F
F
F
F

zipcode
12040
12041
12041
12041
12041
12041

disease
Cancer-II
GERD
Depression
Diabetes-II
Flu
Alzheimer

Table 4: Original microdata table T2 at t2

QI-group
1
1
1
2
2
2

Table 3:

age sex zipcode
disease
[65-66] F 12040
Bronchitis
[65-66] F 12040
Alzheimer
[65-66] F 12040
Cancer-I
[66-67] F 12041 Gastric ulcer
[66-67] F 12041
Flu
[66-67] F 12041
Diabetes-I
Anonymized table T1∗ at t1

QI-group
3
3
3
4
4
4

age
sex zipcode
[65-66] F 1204*
[65-66] F 1204*
[65-66] F 1204*
[65-67] F 12041
[65-67] F 12041
[65-67] F 12041

Table 5: Anonymized

disease
Cancer-II
GERD
Depression
Diabetes-II
Flu
Alzheimer
table T2∗ at t2

In the presence of background knowledge, these associations are not equiprobable. Analogous to [8], the adversary is assumed to have two types of background knowledge: sensitive
background knowledge (P Dsv ) and correlational background knowledge (P Dcor ) which are modeled as probability distributions over D[S]. P Dsv represents the prior probabilities associating sensitive attribute values to a record respondent, given the QI values. For example, one
can have the probability that women with Alzheimer’s disease are diagnosed at age 65 or
older [29]. P Dcor represents the probabilities of modifying the sensitive attribute values in
sequential times. For example, one can have the probability of prevalence of kidney failure
in people with Diabetes [30]. The respondents in QI-groups 1 and 3 have similar QI values
thus the adversary cannot exploit P Dsv to find the most likely sensitive attribute values
of Cayla at t1 or t2 . According to P Dcor , the assignment in which one got Cancer-I at t1
and Cancer-II at t2 is more probable than the other possible assignments. Therefore Cayla’s
privacy is violated at t2 . 
Given a QI group Q∈Ti∗ and the sensitive attribute value s observed in Q, a privacy viola-
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tion occurs when probabilities of linking s to individuals whose records residing in Q, are
not the same. These probabilities are defined as the adversary’s posterior belief [13].
According to the adversary model, it is also assumed that an adversary may know some
respondents in each release and have partial knowledge on their sensitive values. It is
not an unreasonable assumption, since at least each respondent (a potential adversary)
knows her own sensitive value. This knowledge affects the adversary’s posterior beliefs
and cascades over different releases. We call this type of adversary’s knowledge as the
compromised record knowledge.

4.2

Background Knowledge

It is assumed that an adversary has three types of background knowledge: sensitive background knowledge, correlational background knowledge and compromised record knowledge.
P
sv
Definition 2. Sensitive background knowledge is a function
PP D :D[QI] → , where D[QI]=
Pm
D[A1 ]×....×D[Ad ] is the set of all possible QI values and
= {(p1 , p2 , ..., pm ) |pi ∈ IR, i=1 pi
=1 , 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1} is the set of all possible probability distributions where m is the number of
distinct sensitive attribute values.
Thus, for a record respondent v with QI values q ∈ D[QI], P Dsv is modeled as a probability distribution (p1 , p2 , ..., pm ) over D[S] such that pi is the probability of v being associated
with si , given q. Table 6 shows some probabilities in the adversary’s sensitive background
knowledge.

Age
6*
6*
6*
6*
6*
6*
6*
6*
6*
6*
6*

Sex
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

zip
1204*
1204*
1204*
1204*
1204*
1204*
1204*
1204*
1204*
1204*
1204*

Disease
Flu
Gastric ulcer
Bronchitis
Alzheimer
Liver infection
Diabetes-I
Diabetes-II
GERD
Depression
Cancer-I
Cancer-II

P Dsv
0.12
0.05
0.05
0.1
0.05
0.13
0.12
0.1
0.14
0.09
0.05

Table 6: Sensitive background knowledge
(P Dsv )

Disease at t1
Flu
Flu
Flu
Gastric ulcer
Gastric ulcer
Gastric ulcer
Cancer-I
Cancer-I
Cancer-I
Bronchitis
Bronchitis
Bronchitis
Alzheimer
Alzheimer
Alzheimer
Diabetes-I
Diabetes-I
Diabetes-I

Disease at t2
GERD
Depression
Cancer-II
GERD
Depression
Cancer-II
GERD
Depression
Cancer-II
GERD
Depression
Cancer-II
GERD
Depression
Cancer-II
GERD
Depression
Cancer-II

P D1cor
0.005
0.001
0.0001
0.3
0.01
0.001
0.002
0.1
0.6
0.002
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.1
0.002
0.005
0.001
0.0001

Table 7: 1-step correlational background
knowledge (P D1cor )
P
Definition 3. d-step correlational background knowledge is a function P Ddcor : V × M̄ × t̄ →
where V is a set of respondents. M̄ is a set of possible sequences of sensitive attribute values
in the d last observations, such that d>0.
P t̄ is a set of possible sequences
Pm of time instances at
which the observations were taken.
= {(p1 , p2 , ..., pm )|pi ∈ IR, i=1 pi = 1, 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1}
is the set of possible probability distributions where m is the number of distinct sensitive
attribute values. 
For example, if v is a respondent in the anonymized table T3∗ and the adversary knows
that v has been assigned to s1 and s2 at t1 and t2 , respectively. P D2cor at time t3 returns
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the probability pi which associates v with si for each possible sensitive value si ∈D[S]. We
denote the probability pi as P D2cor (v,si ,<s1 , s2 >). Table 7 shows a simple form of 1-step
correlational background knowledge at t2 . For simplicity, we assume that the distributions
do not depend on the record respondents.
Definition 4. Compromised record knowledge is a function CR: V × D[S] × t→ [0-1] where
V denotes the set of all respondents and D[S] is the domain of the sensitive attribute. t is
the set of possible time instances at which records of the respondents may be released. The
codomain is the set of all real numbers from 0 to 1. 
CR(v, s,ti ) returns the probability of the respondent v being linked to a sensitive attribute
value s at time ti and denotes the adversary’s confidence about association between v and
s at time ti . Suppose that the adversary knows the actual sensitive attribute value, si , of v
at time ti . Because of this adversary-specific knowledge, the record corresponding to v is
compromised at ti and CR(v, si ,ti )=1.

4.3

Adversary’s Reasoning Method In Continuous Data Publishing

In this section, we model an adversary’s reasoning method in the presence of background
knowledge as time goes on.
At time ti , the adversary derives two new information, revised prior belief and posterior
belief, which are denoted by RP Disv and P Bisv , respectively. The revised prior belief is
a revision of the sensitive background knowledge due to the observation of a history of
released records. It is obtained by including the correlational knowledge into the posterior
belief.
Figure 1 depicts the adversary’s reasoning method. The problem of extracting P Dsv and
P Ddcor distributions have been studied and effective methods have been proposed (e.g. [8]
and [13]). In data of disease progression, Riboni et.al.[8] extracted P Dsv and P Ddcor from
medical datasets of diseases and patients. For computing P Dsv , they partitioned people
into different categories based on QI values. For each category, they assigned a probability
to have a certain disease based on statistics they found in the data set/medical literature.
P Ddcor is computed using sequential pattern mining methods from a set of data about the
evolution of diseases. Their algorithm essentially based on a frequency count of sequences
appearing in the history. Hence, in the rest of this paper, it is assumed that the adversary
gains P Dsv and P Ddcor using the methods in [8].
When the first anonymized table, T1∗ , is released, the adversary calculates P B1sv based
on T1∗ and P Dsv . Then she computes RP D2sv for the observed respondents. When T2∗ is
released, she computes P B2sv based on T2∗ and RP D2sv . This process continues. When Tj∗
includes a record ri whose respondent, v, has not appeared in previous tables, the adversary does as follows: If v is observed for the first time, the adversary computes P Bjsv using
0
P Dsv and Tj∗ , otherwise she uses the last computed RP Dtsv
0 , 1 ≤ t ≤ j − 1 to compute
P Bjsv .
4.3.1

Computing The Posterior Belief

The posterior belief at ti represents the adversary’s confidence about the associations between respondents and sensitive values after publishingPTi∗ .
Definition 5. posterior belief is a function P B sv :V ×t → where V is a set of respondents.
tPis a set of possible time instances
Pm at which records of the respondents may be released.
={(p1 , p2 , ..., pm )|pi ∈ IR,
i=1 pi = 1, 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1} is the set of possible probability
distributions of D[S]. m is the number of distinct sensitive attribute values. 
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Figure 1: The adversary’s reasoning method
We denote the posterior belief for the respondent v and the sensitive value si at time ti as
P B sv (v,si , ti ). To compute the posterior belief of the respondent v at ti , the adversary considers a QI-group Q∈ Ti∗ in which v’s record is observed. Suppose that the set of sensitive
values and respondents in Q are denoted by SQ and VQ , respectively. A permutation is a
bijective function pm : SQ → VQ . For example, the QI-group 3 in Table 5 contains Cayla’s,
Dior’s and Elisa’s records. Consequently, there are six different permutations between respondents and sensitive attribute values in this QI-group (Table 11).
Now, we describe how an adversary computes her posterior belief. Suppose that P M =<
pm0 , pm1 , ..., pmq > contains the possible permutations defined between SQ and VQ where
q is equal to |Q|!-1. A confidence degree, cdj , is assigned to each possible permutation
pmj . cdj is computed by the sum of RP Disv (P Dsv at t1 ) of one-to-one correspondences
between the respondents and sensitive values in pmj . Then, the adversary follows the
3-step procedure:
1) Define a vector X=(X0 , ..., Xq ) where each Xi , 0≤i≤q, is a random variable. Let all
permutations in PM be considered as the outcomes of a trial. If Xi indicates the number
of times that the outcome number i is observed over the trial, X follows a multinomial
distribution M = (1, θ0 , ..., θq ) with q+1 outcomes. X takes a value x=(x0 , ..., xq ) whose
components are zero except the uth component, xu , which equals one. The uth component
is the permutation with maximum cdu .
2) Estimate E(θi ), 0 ≤ i ≤ q, of the multinomial distribution M using Equation (1). The
Dirichlet distribution is parameterized with q + 1 parameters ai which must be positive.
They are equal, namely, ∀ai ,aj : ai =aj , 0≤i, j≤q.
3) Given v∈VQ and si ∈SQ , P B sv (v, si , ti ) is calculated as the normalized sum of E(θi ) of
every possible permutation, pmj , in which v is linked to si .
P
pmj ∈P M :pmj (r)=v∧r(S)=si E(θi )
sv
P
(2)
P B (v, si , ti ) =
pmj ∈P M E(θi )
where pmj (r)=v indicates that v is the respondent of the record r in pmj . r(S) shows the
sensitive value of the record r.
Example 2. Consider the scenario in Example 1 and the QI-group 3 at time t2 . As mentioned in Example 1, the respondents in QI-group 1 have similar QI values, and the adversary cannot exploit P Dsv to find the most likely sensitive attribute values of the respondents at t1 . Therefore, after observing records released at t1 , the adversary infers that the
probabilities of associations between respondents and sensitive attribute values in each released QI-group are equal (Table 8). To compute P B2sv at time t2 , the confidence degree
of all possible permutations in QI-group 3 is computed. Each row of Table 11 reported
a possible permutation, pmi , and its confidence degree, cdi . The confidence degree of
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each permutation pmi is the sum of RP D2sv of one-to-one correspondences between the
respondents and sensitive values in pmi . According to RP D2sv in Table 9, the confidence
degree of pm0 is 0.74+0.96+0.037= 1.73. According to pm0 , Cayla, Dior and Elisa are associated with Cancer-II, GERD and Depression, respectively. In this example, both of pm0
and pm1 are the permutations with highest cdi . We randomly choose one of them. X
1+1
=0.28, E(θi )= 71 =0.14, 1≤ i≤5 and
takes (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). According to definition 1, E(θ0 )= 6+1
E(θ0 )+E(θ1 )
P B sv (Cayla,Cancer − II,t2 )= P
E(θi ) =0.42 (Table 10).
0≤i≤5

Name
Alice
Alice
Alice
Beth
Beth
Beth
Cayla
Cayla
Cayla
Dior
Dior
Dior
Elisa
Elisa
Elisa
Fiona
Fiona
Fiona

Disease
Bronchitis
Alzheimer
Cancer-I
Bronchitis
Alzheimer
Cancer-I
Bronchitis
Alzheimer
Cancer-I
Gastric ulcer
Flu
Diabetes-I
Gastric ulcer
Flu
Diabetes-I
Gastric ulcer
Flu
Diabetes-I

P B sv
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33

Cayla
Dior
Elisa

Cayla
Cancer-II
Cancer-II
GERD
GERD
Depression
Depression

GERD
0.007
0.96
0.96

Depression
0.25
0.037
0.037

Table 9: Revised prior belief at t2 (RP D2sv )

Cayla
Dior
Elisa

Table 8: Posterior belief at t1 (P B1sv )

pm0
pm1
pm2
pm3
pm4
pm5

Cancer-II
0.74
0.003
0.003

Cancer-II
0.42
0.28
0.28

GERD
0.28
0.42
0.28

Depression
0.28
0.28
0.42

Table 10: Posterior belief at t2 (P B2sv )

Dior
GERD
Depression
Cancer-II
Depression
Cancer-II
GERD

Elisa
Depression
GERD
Depression
Cancer-II
GERD
Cancer-II

cdi
1.73
1.73
0.047
0.047
1.21
1.21

X
1
0
0
0
0
0

θ̄i
0.28
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14

Table 11: Possible permutations at t2
However, computing the exact posterior belief is intractable [13]. There are |Q|! possible
permutations in every QI-group, Q. Thus, an approximate algorithm can be used to compute the adversary’s posterior beliefs for the large QI-groups. In our experimental evaluation, we compute posterior beliefs by the Ω-estimate method proposed by Li et al.[13] when
a QI-group is large.

4.3.2

Computing The Revised Prior Belief

The revised prior belief is a function having the same domain and codomain as P B sv defined in Definition 5. We compute the revised prior belief at time ti (i > 1) by the method
proposed by Amiri et al. in [38]. Assume that a respondent v’s record is released in Ti∗ . For
every si ∈D[S], RP Dsv (v, si , ti ) can be computed as follows:
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X

RP Dsv (v, si , ti ) =

∀si−d ∈D[S],...,∀si−1 ∈D[S]

[P Ddcor (v, si , < si−d , ..., si−1 >)
×P r(v, (si−d , ..., si−1 ), (ti−d , ..., ti−1 ))]

(3)

where P Ddcor is d-step correlational background knowledge and P r(v, (si−d ,..., si−1 ), (ti−d ,...,
ti−1 )) is the joint probability of associating v with sj at time tj where i − d ≤ j ≤ i − 1. The
joint probability is calculated as follows:
P r(v, (si−d , ..., si−1 ), (ti−d , ..., ti−1 ))
= P B sv (v, si−d , ti−d ) × P D1cor (v, si−d+1 , < si−d >)
×P D2cor (v, si−d+2 , < si−d , si−d+1 >)
cor
×... × P Dd−1
(v, si−1 , < si−d , ..., si−2 >)

(4)

where P B sv (v, si−d , ti−d ) is the posterior belief of assigning v to si−d at ti−d . P Ddcor
distri0
butions are d0 -step correlational background knowledge with 1≤ d0 ≤d-1. We approximate
all P Ddcor
distributions using 1-step correlational background knowledge (P D1cor ). In the
0
following example, RP Dsv is computed for Cayla and Cancer-II in Table 5.
Example 3. Consider the scenario in Example 1. The probability P B sv (Cayla, s1 , t1 ) that
Cayla is the respondent of a record released at t1 having sensitive value s1 is given in Table
8. We use the 1-step correlational background knowledge given in Table 7. Therefore,
RP Dsv (Cayla, Cancer − II, t2 ) is computed as follows:
RP Dsv (Cayla, Cancer − II, t2 ) =

X
∀s1 ∈D[S]

[P B sv (Cayla, s1 , t1 ) × P D1cor (Cayla, Cancer − II, < s1 >)]
= [P B sv (Cayla, Bronchitis, t1 ) × P D1cor (Cayla, Cancer − II, < Bronchitis >)]
+[P B sv (Cayla, Alzheimer, t1 ) × P D1cor (Cayla, Cancer − II, < Alzheimer >)]
+[P B sv (Cayla, Cancer − I, t1 ) × P D1cor (Cayla, Cancer − II, < Cancer − I >)]
= 0.199
According to Table 3, the posterior beliefs of associating Cayla with any possible sensitive
attribute values other than Bronchitis, Alzheimer and Cancer-I are zero at t1 . Thus they are
not considered for computing RP Dsv (Cayla, Cancer − II, t2 ). Table 9 shows the normalized RP Dsv distributions at time t2 .
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4.4

Cascading Of Threats Deriving From Compromised Records In Continuous Publishing

When the record corresponding to the respondent v is compromised at time ti , the adversary assigns v to a sensitive attribute value with high confidence and uses this knowledge
to make inference about other respondents observed in the released tables. In this work,
the compromised record knowledge is modeled as CR function.
According to Definition 4, CR(v, si , ti ) are in the range of [0-1]. When CR(v, si , ti ) is
equal to 1 for some sensitive attribute value si , the adversary knows precisely v’s sensitive attribute value. To infer the sensitive value of other record respondents, she removes
v’s record and si and then calculates the posterior beliefs for the rest. Otherwise, when
0 ≤ CR(v, si , ti ) < 1, we propose two methods to cascade this knowledge in continuous
publishing: prior-based cascading method and posterior-based cascading method. In the former,
the adversary exploits the CR(v, si , ti ) probabilities to compute the revised prior belief. In
the latter, the compromised record knowledge influences the P B sv distributions at time ti .
4.4.1

Prior-Based Cascading Method

In this method, the adversary computes the revised prior beliefs at ti regarding the compromised record knowledge at ti . Then she calculates the posterior beliefs at ti using the
3-step procedure defined in Section 4.3.1.
Given the CR(v, si , ti ) probability, the revised prior belief regarding the compromised
record knowledge is denoted by CR RP Dsv and computed using the law of total probability. To compute CR RP Dsv , we define an event, Ev,si ,ti . The event is that v’s record is
compromised at ti . The complement of Ev,si ,ti is denoted by Ēv,si ,ti .
CR RP Dsv (v, si , ti ) =
P r(Ev,si ,ti ) × CR RP Dsv (v, si , ti |Ev,si ,ti )
+P r(Ēv,si ,ti ) × CR RP Dsv (v, si , ti |Ēv,si ,ti )

(5)

where P r(Ev,si ,ti ) is the probability of Ev,si ,ti occuring. The revised prior beliefs of the
association between v and si , conditioned on Ev,si ,ti and its complement are denoted
by CR RP Dsv (v,si ,ti |Ev,si ,ti ) and CR RP Dsv (v,si ,ti |Ēv,si ,ti ), respectively. P r(Ev,si ,ti ) is
set to CR(v, si , ti ) and CR RP Dsv (v,si ,ti |Ev,si ,ti ) is equal to 1. P r(Ēv,si ,ti ) is set to 1CR(v, si , ti ). CR RP Dsv (v, si , ti |Ēv,si ,ti ) is equal to RP Dsv (v, si , ti ) and is computed by
Equation (3).
4.4.2

Posterior-Based Cascading Method

In this method, the revised prior beliefs at ti are computed using Equation (3). To compute
the posterior belief at ti , the adversary follows the 3-step procedure defined in Section 4.3.1.
She uses the CR(v, si , ti ) probabilities to initialize the parameters a0 , ..., aq of Dirichlet distributions in the procedure. To initialize the parameters, we define the notion of matching
between record respondents and permutations.
Definition 6. Suppose that Q is a QI-group in which v’s record is released at time ti .
VQ is the set of respondents whose records are observed in Q. P M is the set of possible permutations in Q such that |P M |=q + 1. For each permutation pml ∈ P M and
CR(v, si , ti ) > RP Dsv (v, si , ti ), if v∈ VQ is associated with si in pml , pml is a matching
of v. 
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Given the CR(v, si , ti ) probability, the adversary checks whether pml is a matching of
v. In this case, the value of al must be high. Each permutation may be the matching of
some respondents in VQ . Therefore, the parameter al is set proportional to the sum of
CR(v 0 , s0 , ti ) probabilities which pml is the matching of v 0 ∈ VQ .
If CR(v, si , ti ) =RP Dsv (v, si , ti ), there will be no additional knowledge. Thus the compromised record knowledge about v and si is dropped. When CR(v, si , ti ) < RP Dsv (v, si , ti ),
new knowledge could be extracted asP
CR(v, sz , ti ), ∀sz ∈ SQ , sz 6= si where SQ includes
all sensitive attribute values in Q and ∀s∈SQ CR(v, s, ti ) =1 . Then the adversary ignores
CR(v, si , ti ). This situation is described in the following example.
Example 4. Suppose that the adversary knows CR(Dior, GERD,t2 )=0.97, CR(Elisa, Cancer−
II, t2 )=0.02, and CR(Elisa,GERD,t2 )=0.03. The adversary extracts CR(Elisa, Depression,
t2 ) =1-(0.02+0.03)=0.95. According to the compromised record knowledge at t2 , the adversary has additional knowledge about Elisa and Dior. Consider all permutations of
QI-group 3 in Table 11. pm0 and pm5 are the matching of Dior. pm0 and pm2 are the
matching of Elisa. According to the posterior-based cascading method, If the adversary sets
a1 =a3 =a4 =1, she increases the values of other parameters proportional to sum of CR(v, si , ti )
probabilities such that a2 =a1 +CR(Elisa,Depression, t2 )=1.95, a5 =a1 +CR(Dior,GERD,t2 )
=1.97 and a0 =a1 +CR(Elisa,Depression, t2 )+CR(Dior, GERD,t2 )=2.92. According to the X
2.92 + 1
=0.36, E(θ2 )=0.17, E(θ5 )= 0.18, E(θi )= 0.09, i = 1, 3, 4.
value in Example 2, E(θ0 )=
9.84 + 1
Then posterior beliefs are calculated using the procedure defined in Section 4.3.1.

5

Anonymization Framework

In this section, we elaborate our anonymization framework against the background knowledge attack in continuous data publishing. Section 5.1 describes the defense strategy for
limiting the adversary’s capability of identifying the actual respondent of a record. Section
5.2 describes the anonymization algorithm.

5.1

Defense Strategy Against The Background Knowledge Attack

To anonymize a table, it is necessary to maximize uncertainty of mapping between respondents and sensitive attribute values in each QI-group. When the adversary’s posterior
beliefs of records within a QI-group are similar, the adversary cannot discriminate any of
possible permutations with a high degree of certainty. Therefore, we try to create QI-groups
whose record respondents have similar posterior beliefs. It should be noted that the posterior beliefs at time ti are computed after generating QI-groups, then we use the revised
prior beliefs at time ti to group the records before releasing them. We apply the restriction that the differences in the RP Disv distributions of records in a QI-group do not exceed
a given threshold J. We use Jensen Shannon divergence (JSD) [31] to measure difference
among RP Disv distributions within each QI-group. This measure is symmetric and always
results in a definite number 4 . Suppose that ρ̄={ρ̄1 , ..., ρ̄u } is a set of probability distributions and w1 ,...,wu denote the weights of the probability distributions such that Σui=1 wi =1.
Then JSD among distributions in ρ̄ is:
JSD(ρ̄) = H(Σui=1 wi × ρ̄i ) − Σui=1 wi × H(ρ̄i )

(6)

4 Although applying Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance (KS) is more effective compared to Entropy-based JSD to
measure difference between the beliefs and to achieve stronger privacy guarantee, it suffers the curse of dimensionally. Hence, JS is practical and useful for data publishing.
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Figure 2: Our anonymization strategy against the background knowledge attack
where H(ρ¯i ) is Shannon entropy of ρ¯i . For simplicity, we assume the same value for all
wi . Since the goal having similar RP Disv distributions in each QI group, does not consider
QI and sensitive attribute values and cannot protect against identity and attribute disclosure risks, our proposed framework also satisfies k-anonymity and β-likeness to protect
against them. It should be noted that this framework can be easily extended to enforce
other state of the art privacy models like t-closeness [18] to prevent identity and attribute
disclosures. Analogous to [20], we define the J-similarity privacy model to defend against
the background knowledge attack in continuous publishing as follows:
Definition 7. Given a microdata table Ti , the anonymized QI-group Q satisfies J-similarity
if :
• JSD of the RP Disv distributions of record respondents in Q is up to J; and
• Q satisfies k-anonymity: there exist at least k records in Q; and
• Q achieves β-likeness: relative differences of probabilities of sensitive attribute values
within Q from those in Ti is up to β.
An anonymized microdata Ti∗ satisfies J-similarity If and only if all QI-groups in Ti∗ satisfy J-similarity. 
To guard against the background knowledge attack, our anonymization framework needs
to recreate what an attacker would do. Therefore, it follows the adversary’s belief revision cycle presented in Section 4.3. To be effective against the attack at time ti , i > 1
(i=1), our framework needs to calculate the RP Disv (P Dsv ) distribution of respondents before anonymizing data. Analogous to adversary’s reasoning method, our anonymization
framework (illustrated in Figure 2) computes posterior beliefs and revises prior beliefs.
P Dsv and P Dcor are obtained using one of the methods illustrated in Section 4.3.
At first, for each respondent of records in all tables, RP D1sv at t1 is initialized according to
P Dsv . Then each table Ti is generalized by the Background Knowledge-based Anonymization Algorithm, BKAA, in order to enforce J-similarity. We call Ti∗ the generalization of Ti .
For each respondent observed in Ti∗ , our framework calculates the posterior belief at ti and
the revised prior belief at ti+1 . Finally the generalized table Ti∗ is published.
If a data publisher knows who are compromised in Ti before releasing its anonymized
version (denoted as CR in Figure 2), she applies the prior-based cascading method to compute CR RP Dsv distributions instead of RP Disv distributions and then anonymizes Ti according to CR RP Dsv distributions. Otherwise, if the compromised record knowledge
corresponding to Ti is available after releasing its anonymized version, she applies the
posterior-based cascading method to calculate P Bisv at ti .
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Anonymization Algorithm

In this section, we describe our proposed Background Knowledge-based Anonymization
Algorithm, BKAA, to satisfy J-similarity. BKAA is motivated by the hierarchical anonymization algorithm in [20]. BKAA orders the records in Ti in terms of QI values. Then it selects
at least k records which are close to each other and satisfy J-similarity.
Pseudo-code of BKAA is shown in Algorithm 1. As input, the algorithm takes the original
table Ti at time ti , P Dsv and RP Disv distributions and the thresholds J, k and β. The output
of algorithm is a set of QI-groups, Q̃, satisfying J-similarity. To anonymize the first table
T1 , the algorithm applies the P Dsv distributions instead of the RP Disv ones. In Line 1 of
Algorithm 1, Q̃ is initialized as an empty set. BKAA creates a sorted list, π, of all records in
Ti such that two records that are close in terms of QI values, are also close in the list (Line
2 in Algorithm 1). There are several ways to construct the list. BKAA employs the nearest
point next (NPN) to create the list [32]. The list is constructed as follows:
1) Compute the centroid r̄ of all records in Ti .
2) Compute the most distant record, r, from r̄. r is added to π. The most distant record
can be found by Euclidean distance of QI values.
3) The second record is the closest one to the first (among the remaining records). The
third record is the closest one to the second (among the remaining records) and so on until
all |Ti | records have been added to π.
BKAA takes the first k records in π as a set of records, Q (Lines 5 to 13 in Algorithm 1)
and checks whether records in Q satisfies J-similarity. When J-similarity is satisfied, the
CreateQI() function creates a new QI-group, q, using the records in Q. It means that QI
values are substituted by the generalized values i.e. the interval for numerical data and
the closest common generalization for categorical data (Line 9 in Algorithm 1). q is added
to the set Q̃. Then Q is initialized to generate next QI-group (Line 11 in Algorithm 1). The
same procedure is repeated with the remaining records. Otherwise, if Q does not satisfy
J-similarity, the next record in π will be added into Q until the privacy model is satisfied.
Algorithm 1: BKAA anonymization algorithm
Input:
Ti = {r1 , r2 , ..., rn }: the original microdata at time ti , P Dsv : adversary’s sensitive background knowledge, RP Disv : adversary’s revised prior beliefs, k: k-anonymity level, β: βlikeness level, J: JSD level
Output: A set of QI groups, Q̃, satisfying privacy model

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Q̃ ← ∅
π ← create an order of all |Ti | records
Q←∅
// loop to create a QI-group satisfying J-similarity. A created QI-group is added to Q̃
for r̃← π1 to π|Ti | do
Q← Q ∪ {r̃}
if (|Q|≥k and Q satisfies J-similarity)
// the QI values of records in Q are generalized
q ← CreateQI(Q)
Q̃ ← Q̃ ∪ q
Q←∅
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end if
end for
// If the set of records in Q does not satisfy the privacy model, the records are inserted into the
existing QI groups
if(Q 6= ∅) then
for r ∈ Q do
if(∃ q ∈ Q̃ such that q ∪ {r} satisfies J-similarity ) then
Q̃ ← (Q̃ ∪ {q ∪ {r} }) \ q
else
remove record r
end if
end for
end if
end function

All records in list π would be examined before Q satisfies the privacy model (Lines 16 to
24 in Algorithm 1). In this case, BKAA tries to insert each record r∈ Q into one of the existing QI-groups, q, such that the new QI-group {q ∪ {r} } still satisfies the privacy model.
However, like other privacy-preserving techniques, it is possible that some records cannot
be arranged in any QI-group without violating some of the privacy requirements. In this
case, BKAA removes those records outside QI-groups. Experimental results, reported in
Section 6.3.4, show that the percentage of removed records is small. However, if an adversary knows the whole set of record respondents of each table (according to assumptions
in Section 4), BKAA may be prone to attacks in which the adversary recognizes that some
records have been removed, and infers the cause of elimination. In order to defend against
this additional knowledge assumption, BKAA may be easily modified to adopt other solutions: 1) executing the algorithm using less stringent values for privacy parameters (k,
β, and J); 2) counterfeiting the sensitive values of those records outside QI-groups, so that
they can be inserted in existing QI-groups without violating the privacy model.

6

Experimental Results

In this section, we report the evaluation results of the anonymization framework in continuous publishing using two datasets and with different evaluation measures. In Section 6.1,
we describe the configuration and datasets, then we define evaluation measures in Section
6.2. In Section 6.3, we present results on our anonymization framework.

6.1

Configuration And Evaluation Data

To the best of our knowledge, there is just one dataset5 in continuous data publishing called
Bkseq dataset [8], which considers the correlation of sensitive values over time. Bkseq is
a synthetic dataset based on the domain knowledge from the medical literature and the
considered background knowledge is available. This dataset contains 24 microdata tables
5 Most of the dataset used to evaluate the anonymization framework in continuous data publishing is created
from static sets of records in which each record randomly assigned to a release. Obviously, this procedure does
not consider the correlation between the sensitive attribute values over time, which is one of the main points of
this work.
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of patient records and each microdata table contains approximately 4000 records. Each
record contains 3 QI attributes: sex, age, weight and a sensitive attribute result of the exam.
We also create a synthetic dataset using the static set of records in the Adult dataset to
evaluate our anonymization framework in continuous data publishing. More details about
this commonly used dataset can be found in [17]. We use four attributes: age, gender,
education as QI attributes and occupation as a sensitive attribute. To make a continuous
data publishing scenario, we initially take 4000 records as the first release, T1 . Then for each
subsequent release Ti , we randomly delete 400 (10%) records from Ti−1 and insert 400 new
records from Adult. We also take 400 records from Ti−1 to update their sensitive attribute
values. We allow the updates in occupation to any other values in its domain, i.e., occupation
of a person can remain the same or be modified. We assume the uniform distribution as
the correlational background knowledge in experiments on the Adult dataset. The sensitive
background knowledge is extracted by the same method proposed in [8].
All the experiments were conducted on a PC with 2.50 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU and 8.0G
RAM. There are some parameters in this framework: the privacy parameters J, k and β
and the attack parameters containing the probability of a record to be compromised, σ, and
the probability of associating the respondent vi with her actual sensitive value si at time
ti , denoted by CR(vi , si , ti ). The value of privacy parameters J, k and β must be selected
according to domain-specific policy. In order to directly compare other works with ours,
the J values are taken in the range 0.2-0.8 and the k values are taken in the range 2-8,
whereas the β values are taken in the range 3-10. These parameter values cover most usual
J, k and β values in [2] and [8]. The probability of a record to be compromised is small in
many real world situations. Thus, we try small values of σ (from 0.01 to 0.1). To investigate
the cascading effect of compromised record over different lengths of the release history, the
CR(vi , si , ti ) values are taken sufficiently high (in the range of 0.5-0.9). The range of the
parameter values is shown in Table 12.

value of parameters

k
[2-8]

J
[0.2-0.8]

β
[3-10]

σ
[0.01-0.1]

CR(vi , si , ti )
[0.5-0.9]

Table 12: The value of parameters

6.2

Evaluation Measures For Utility And Privacy

To evaluate data utility and privacy of respondents, we measure information loss and
privacy loss in each release. The information loss is measured using the global certainty
penalty (GCP)[33]. The privacy loss is measured using the record linkage (RL)[19] and the
gain of knowledge [38].
GCP[33] of a release Ti is defined by the sum of normalized certainty penalty (NCP) on all
records in the microdata. Assume that Ti consists of the QI attributes A1 ,...,AD where all attributes are numeric. NCP of a record r∈Ti is defined as the weighted sum of NCP on all QI
PD
attributes, N CP (r)= j=1 (wj × N CPAj (r)). Assume that the record r=(x1 ,...,xd ) is generzj − yj
alized to r∗ =[(y1 − z1 ), ..., (yd − zd )]. NCP on the attribute Aj is given by N CPAj (r)=
[Aj ]
where [Aj ] is the range of all records on the attribute Aj in Ti . This measure will be maximized where a QI group contains all records, i.e. the total information loss.
RL[19] is defined by the amount of correct linkages between the anonymized and original
tables. RL is computed as the sum of the record linkage probability, PRL , of anonymized
records. Suppose that the record r ∈ Ti is anonymized to r∗ .
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RL =

X

PRL (r∗ )

r∈Ti

PRL (r∗ ) =




1
|Q|
 0

: r∗ ∈ Q

(7)

: otherwise

where Q is the nearest QI-group to r. When r∗ ∈Q, the record linkage probability is calcu1
lated as
. The lower is the record linkage; the more effective is the anonymization.
|Q|
The gain of knowledge [38] in each release Ti is defined by the average of gain of knowledge on all record respondents in Ti . The measure evaluates the impact of background
knowledge on an adversary’s posterior belief. It measures the information obtained using
background knowledge with respect to an attack based only on the observation of the frequency of sensitive values in a QI group. The gain of knowledge of each respondent vj is
defined as follows:

m(sj )
sv

 |P B (vj ,sj ,ti )− |Q| | : if m(sj ) 6= 1,
m(sj )
|Q|
1− |Q|
(8)
G(vj ) =

|1 − P B sv (v , s , t )| : otherwise.
j j i
where P B sv (vj , sj , ti ) is the posterior belief of assigning vj to her actual sensitive attribute
value, sj , at time ti . Q is a QI-group in Ti∗ including vj ’s record and |Q| is the number of
records within Q. m(sj ) is the number of records which have the same sensitive attribute
m(sj )
denotes the adversary’s posterior belief without any background
value as vj in Q.
|Q|
sv
knowledge, while P B (v, sj , ti ) denotes the same belief in the presence of background
knowledge.

6.3

Effectiveness Of Our Proposed Framework

We evaluate our proposed anonymization framework in two aspects: R-U confidentiality map and gain of knowledge. R-U confidentiality map is a graphical representation of
pairs of RL and GCP. We apply the Bayesian estimator and the BKAA algorithm in the
proposed framework, denoted by BayFrame. It should be noted that BayFrame does not
apply any cascading method. To analyze the effect of compromised records, we denote
the proposed framework applying prior-based and posterior-based cascading methods as
BayFrame+Prior and BayFrame+Posterior, respectively. Moreover, we investigate the effect
of correlational background knowledge with different steps. 1-step and 2-step P Dcor distributions are denoted as FDTMM and SDTMM, respectively. We also study the impact of
different parameters k, β, J, σ and CR() on the performance of proposed framework.
6.3.1

Performance Of Posterior Estimator

In these experiments, we evaluate the performance of proposed posterior estimator and
compare it with the estimator proposed in the closest work, JS-reduce [8]. JS-reduce produces QI groups in which k-anonymity and t-closeness are satisfied as well as the difference
of revised prior beliefs of records in each QI-groups is up to J. It applies the Hilbert index
transform to sorts records in Ti . JS-reduce enumerates all possible assignments between
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Figure 3: Comparison between the posterior beliefs of JS-reduce with that in our framework

all respondents and sensitive attribute values in a QI-group and then, normalizes the confidence degree of all permutations to compute adversary’s posterior beliefs in each release.
Our method considers all possible assignments as the outcomes of a trial in a Multinomial
distribution and uses Bayes estimation of parameters in the Multinomial distribution.
In order to fairly compare, our framework is changed to have the same privacy model
as in JS-reduce. Our framework also applies the anonymization method proposed in JSreduce instead of BKAA. As a result, the only difference between JS-reduce and ours in
this experiment is how to compute the posterior beliefs. Figure 3 shows comparison results
on Bkseq dataset [8]. In this experiment, We do not consider any compromised record
knowledge. The parameter values are set as follows: t=0.5, k=3 and J=0.6 which resulted
in the best performance of JS-reduce on the Bkseq dataset.
Figure 3a shows the performance curve of gain of knowledge over different releases when
they are anonymized using BayFrame and JS-reduce using 1-step and 2-step correlational
background knowledge. It can be observed that gain of knowledge generated by BayFrame
is lower than that by JS-reduce. The gain of knowledge generated by JS-reduce(SDTMM) is
equal or higher than that by JS-reduce(FDTMM). JS-reduce(SDTMM) means that JS-reduce
uses the 2-step correlational background knowledge to compute the adversary’s posterior
beliefs. We conclude that JS-reduce is not effective when the adversary exploits 2-step
correlational background knowledge.
Figure 3b shows the performance curves of R-U confidentiality map. As expected, RL
decreases as GCP increases. In each level of RL, BayFrame(FDTMM) results in lower or
equal GCP compared to JS-reduce(FDTMM). Moreover, JS-reduce(SDTMM) results in narrow ranges of the RL and GCP values compared to BayFrame(SDTMM). The GCP and RL
values of JS-reduce(SDTMM) are in the ranges 200-450 and 750-850, respectively while the
GCP and RL values of Bayframe(SDTMM) are in the ranges 200-3850 and 50-850, respectively. As evident from Figure 3, the Bayesian posterior estimator used by BayFrame outperforms the posterior estimator used by JS-reduce in terms of gain of knowledge and R-U
confidentiality map.
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Figure 4: Impact of compromised records on the gain of knowledge for different value of k
(σ=0.1). BayFrame applies P D1cor .

6.3.2

Impact Of Compromised Records On The Performance Of The Proposed Framework

In these experiments, we study the impact of compromised records when the proposed
framework satisfies J-similarity. We first measure the adversary’s gain of knowledge when
she observes a history of releases in the Bkseq dataset. Figure 4 plots the impact of compromised records in outputs of BayFrame when P D1cor is applied. The curve labeled BayFrame
corresponds to the performance of our framework not considering compromised records.
The curve labeled BayFrame+Compromised simulates the adversary’s inference ability when
she exploits compromised records(σ=0.1 in each release). The figure depicts the adversary’s
gain of knowledge over various releases under two different values of k, (k=3 and k=8). β,
J and CR(vi , si , ti ) are set to 5, 0.6, and 0.9, respectively.
Figure 4a shows the gain of knowledge generated by the records of each release. The
results show that the adversary’s gain increases in the presence of the compromised record
knowledge and the gain of knowledge produced by BayFrame+compromised is higher than
BayFrame. Moreover, during the first 5 releases,the resulting performance curves for k=8
are lower than those for k=3. The opposite result is obtained after the 16th release. This is
because the size of QI-groups for k=8 is greater than that for k=3, thus the rate of changes
in the gain of knowledge for k=8 is slower than that for k=3.
Next, we study the impact of compromised record on non-compromised records in each
release. Figure 4b shows the gain of knowledge generated by non-compromised records in
each release. The experimental results shown in Figure 4b, confirm the previous finding.
We see that, when a small percentage of records is compromised, the gain of knowledge
generated by non-compromised records increases. Furthermore, it can be seen that the
difference between BayFrame and BayFrame+compromised in Figure 4a is more than that in
Figure 4b. The reason is that Figure 4a shows the difference among the adversary’s gains
generated by all records in a table (both the compromised and non-compromised records)
while the difference observed in Figure 4b is generated by non-compromised records.
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Figure 5: Impact of compromised record on the gain of knowledge for different value of σ
(Bkseq dataset)
6.3.3

Performance Of Cascading Methods

In these experiments, we analyze the performance of the proposed framework when some
records are compromised. We evaluate the performance of the framework when J-similarity
is satisfied and different cascading methods are applied. We also study the impact of different values of σ. The gain of knowledge of our framework for the Bkseq and Adult datasets
is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 as a function of the number of released tables. Each
figure shows the gain of knowledge for two different values of σ (σ=0.1 and σ=0.01). For
example, the curve labeled BayFrame+Prior, Sigma=0.1 corresponds to the performance of
our framework using the prior-based cascading method when σ is equal to 0.1. k, β, J and
CR(v, si , ti ) are set to 3, 5, 0.6 and 0.9, respectively.
Figure 5a plots the performance of the framework using 1-step P Dcor distributions. The
results show that when the adversary exploits the correlational background knowledge, the
adversary’s gain grows during the first releases. The reason is that the adversary observes
the past releases and exploits the previous information to find most likely associations of
individuals with sensitive values. On the other hand, anonymizing the releases using our
framework causes to decrease the gain of knowledge, especially after the 18th release. We
conclude that the proposed framework is effective to limit the adversary’s inference capabilities.
We also see in Figure 5a that the gain of knowledge of the framework for σ= 0.1 is higher
than that for σ=0.01. Moreover, the gain generated by BayFrame+Prior is higher than that
by BayFrame+Posterior for the same value of σ. The difference between curves labeled
BayFrame+Prior and BayFrame+ Posterior for σ=0.1 is more than that for σ=0.01. The results
shown in Figure 5b, confirm our previous finding when the framework applies P D2cor . It
can be observed that the performance curves of BayFrame+Posterior for σ=0.1 is similar to
that for σ=0.01 (Figure 5b). The reason is that the correlational background knowledge is
extracted from the microdata in Bkseq and the 2-step P Dcor distributions are the coarser
approximation of the exact correlational background knowledge. Thus the changes of posterior beliefs over time are negligible for two different values of σ. We see in Figure 6 that
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Figure 6: Impact of compromised record on the gain of knowledge for different values of σ
(Adult dataset)
our anonymization framework leads to decrease rapidly the gain of knowledge during the
first two releases and then the adversary’s gain remains below 0.06. Since the uniform distribution is applied as the P Dcor distributions, the background knowledge attack is not
effective.
Next, we study the performance of the framework with different cascading methods in
Figure 7. Experiments are performed on a history of 24 microdata tables existing in Bkseq
for σ=0.01 and σ=0.1. Figure 7a shows the performance of our framework using 1-step
P Dcor distributions. As expected in R-U confidentiality map, GCP decreases as RL increases. It can be seen that the performance of BayFrame+Prior is analogous to that of
Bayframe+Posterior for the same σ values. In each level of RL, the information loss tends to
increase as the σ value increases. For example, the information loss incurred by BayFrame+
Prior for σ=0.1 is more than that for σ=0.01. The experimental results of the framework with
P D2cor are shown in Figure 7b. The performance of the posterior-based cascading method
for two different σ values is similar. In the prior-based cascading method, the range of GCP
values for σ=0.1 is broader than that for σ=0.01. In Figure 8, the experimental results on the
Adult dataset confirm our previous findings.
6.3.4

Comparison To JS-reduce Approach

In these experiments, we compare our framework with the closest work, JS-reduce [8]. It is
worth to mention that we cannot do any fair and clear comparison between our framework
and the other close work, Cor-split[16], since it does not consider the correlations between
QI and sensitive attribute values as well as the correlations among sensitive attribute values
over time.
We conduct two experiments on Bkseq dataset provided in [8]. In these experiments,
our framework satisfies the same privacy constraints as those in JS-reduce. The parameter
values are set as follows: t=0.5, k=3, and J=0.6 which resulted in the best performance of
JS-reduce. We first compare our framework with JS-reduce when our framework applies
BKAA and there are no compromised records. Figure 9 shows the experimental results of
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Figure 7: R-U confidentiality map for the proposed anonymization framework on Bkseq
dataset for different σ values
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Figure 8: R-U confidentiality map for the proposed framework on Adult dataset for the
different σ values
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Figure 9: Compare the JS-reduce approach with our framework without any compromised
record knowledge (on Bkseq dataset)

both frameworks in terms of the gain of knowledge and the R-U confidentiality map. It
can be seen in Figure 9a that BayFrame(FDTMM) outperforms JS-reduce(FDTMM) in terms
of the gain of knowledge. The gain of knowledge of BayFrame(SDTMM) is also lower than
JS-reduce(SDTMM).
According to Figure 9b, the performance of BayFrame (FDTMM) is analogous to JS-reduce(FDTMM)
in terms of GCP and RL. Moreover, the range of the GCP values incurred by BayFrame(SDTMM)
is broader than JS-reduce(SDTMM) such that the GCP and RL values in JS-reduce(SDTMM)
are in the ranges 200-400 and 750-850, respectively. In BayFrame(SDTMM), the range of
GCP and RL values are 200-3500 and 100-850, respectively. In Figure 10, we compare the
number of records suppressed by BayFrame (FDTMM) and JS-reduce(FDTMM) to enforce
privacy requirements. Results show that a few numbers of records were suppressed by
both methods to enforce privacy requirements; i.e., at most 13 (<0.32 %) at each release.
Next, we examine JS-reduce and BayFrame with respect to threat deriving from compromised records. We adopt JS-reduce to cascade the compromised records on revised prior
beliefs using Equation (5). The CR probabilities and σ are set to 0.9 and 0.1, respectively. In
Figure 11, we compare the results of three frameworks: JS-reduce with the prior-based cascading method, BayFrame with the prior-based cascading method and BayFrame with the
posterior-based cascading method. They are denoted as JS-reduce+Prior, BayFrame+Prior
and BayFrame+Posterior, respectively. They apply either P D1cor or P D2cor as the correlational
background knowledge. We let three frameworks satisfy same privacy constraints as those
in JS-reduce. Figure 11a shows the adversary’s gain of knowledge over different lengths of
history. Figure 11a indicates that our framework with different cascading method outperforms JS-reduce in terms of gain of knowledge. Figure 11b shows the evaluation results in
the R-U confidentiality map. The results in Figure 11b show that the performances of three
frameworks are analogous when they apply P Dcor distributions with equal steps.
To sum up, our framework is better than JS-reduce in terms of the gain of knowledge.
Although JS-reduce can be extended to consider the compromised records knowledge, it
is not able to cascade the threat deriving from compromised records within the current
release after their publishing. Whereas, our posterior belief estimator cascades the impact
of the compromised record knowledge even after publishing the current release. Therefore,
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Figure 10: Compare the JS-reduce approach with our framework without any compromised record knowledge (on Bkseq dataset)
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Figure 11: Compare the JS-reduce with our proposed framework in the presence of compromised record knowledge(on Bkseq dataset
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our framework outperforms JS-reduce.

7

Discussion

The proposed framework prevents the background knowledge attack in continuous data
publishing. The framework mimics the adversary’s reasoning method and anonymizes
each release by the BKAA algorithm to ensure the privacy model. The adversary’s reasoning method computes the posterior beliefs of assignments between individuals and sensitive values in each QI-group.
Our posterior belief estimator models all possible assignments as different outcomes of a
multinomial distribution and then estimates the probability that a particular outcome will
occur. The proposed method uses Bayesian approaches to estimate the parameters of multinomial distributions. According to Bayesian inference, the probability of each outcome is
uncertain, so a conjugate prior is put on this probability; the conjugate prior of multinomial
distribution is the Dirichlet distribution.
To anonymize Ti , the cost of computing revised prior beliefs is O(nmd+1 ) where n is the
number of records in Ti , m is the number of distinct sensitive values and d is the length of
history in the correlational background knowledge. The worst case time complexity of the
BKAA algorithm is O(n2 ). The cost of computing posterior beliefs depends on the number
of QI-groups and their size. For a QI group Q, the time complexity of computing posterior
beliefs is O(min(|Q|!, |Q|)), since the cost of the Bayesian-based estimator is O(|Q|!) while
the Ω-estimator takes O(|Q|) for a large QI group. BKAA creates at most nk equal-size QI
groups. Then it takes O( nk × min(|Q|!, |Q|)) to compute the posterior beliefs in Ti∗ . The
experimental result shows that the run time of publishing 24 microdata tables existing in
Bkseq is about 4 hours when the framework applies the P D1cor distributions. It should
be noted that this is an acceptable time, since, in most cases, microdata anonymization is
performed offline. Moreover, multi-threaded programming can decrease the runtime in
this framework. The proposed estimator is also enabling the data publisher to handle the
situations in which some records may be compromised in each release.
Moreover, on the one hand, the appropriate approximation of P Dcor distributions can
increase the adversary’s information gain. On the other hand, our proposed framework is
able to limit the adversary’s inference capabilities and consequently, the information gain
decreases. Thus, the information gain can be a criterion to stop or publish the current
microdata based on a history of released microdata.

8

Conclusion

We proposed an anonymization framework in continuous publishing that considers the
adversary’s background knowledge. The adversary’s background knowledge is modeled
as probability distributions. We investigated a real scenario in which some records are
compromised and studied the threat deriving from these compromised records in different
releases. We represented two solutions to study this threat based on a Bayesian estimator: prior-based cascading method and posterior-based cascading method. To maintain
the data utility, we proposed the background knowledge-based anonymization algorithm.
The algorithm produces at least k-record QI-groups, in which β-likeness is satisfied and
also the difference among revised prior beliefs of respondents is up to J. Achieving kanonymity and β-likeness guarantees stronger privacy compared to either k-anonymity or
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β-likeness. The experimental results showed that our proposed anonymization framework
outperforms JS-reduce, the state of the art anonymization approach, while considering a
stronger adversary with more background knowledge. Moreover, our framework is able
to consider the compromised record knowledge corresponding to the current release after
publishing it, while JS-reduce does not.
Our work opens directions for the future; one direction is to analyze other kinds of knowledge about relationships among individuals in continuous data publishing. In this work,
we assumed that the respondents are independent, while an adversary may exploit the
relationship among individuals to breach the individual’s privacy. Another direction is
to consider the different assumptions as an adversary’s inference capability. Moreover,
although hierarchical anonymization algorithms [20] in single publishing achieve better
data utility and privacy than BKAA, their time complexity is high. We intend to extend
a hierarchical anonymization algorithm like the ones in [20] that can be implemented in a
continuous data publishing setting.
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